The association between calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), substance P and headache in pituitary tumours.
To determine if the differential expression of calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) or substance P (SP) in a range of pituitary tumours was related to the presence or absence of headache. Using recognised immunohistochemical techniques we examined twenty-six consecutive pituitary adenoma specimens for the presence of CGRP and SP. We included one normal post mortem pituitary specimen for comparison. A separate observer divided the patients into two groups: headache and non-headache. The association between the presence of CGRP, SP and headache was observed. We observed CGRP in seven specimens (27%) and SP in six tumour specimens (23%), with cytoplasmic staining being the predominant morphological picture. CGRP and SP were co-expressed in the same tumour specimen in five cases. There was no significant association between the presence of CGRP and headache (chi(2) 0.86; P = 0.35). We did not observe CGRP or SP in the control specimen. There was no correlation between tumour subtype and the presence of CGRP or SP. The mechanism of pituitary tumour-associated headache remains undetermined. The significance of the presence of CGRP and SP in pituitary tumours is unknown but does not appear to be related to headache or endocrine activity of the tumour.